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Abstract: Reducing time of waiting in a fast run life is at prime importance for any human being. In this regard, “Digitalized Toll Plaza” is a new technology for collecting toll in a faster and more efficient way. It is an extraordinary choice to long holding up at manual toll plazas. As India is a creating nation and development of parkways are expensive, the legislature alone can’t contribute. Typically contributed by open private associations which is then recovered by travelers who utilize the street by gathering cost charges. In the present work RFID idea has been utilized which means ‘Radio recurrence recognizable proof’. These cards are remarkable personalities given to each vehicle by the enlistment office. Furthermore, a message will be sent to the owner’s registered mobile number with the help of GSM and GPS along with the location of the toll booth for theft detection.
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1. Introduction

India is one of the speediest making nations on earth today. Road transportation has been the fundamental choice nowadays. The quantity of vehicles over the most recent two decades has developed quickly. The greater part of the cost court in India are physically worked which kills a ton of time in people groups’ life. As of late the electronic cost assortment (ETC) framework has outpaced far and wide. The primary issues looked in gathering the cost charge are no consistency of cost rate all through the different segments of Indian roadways. The reasonable is likewise not uniform in light of the fact that these offices are regularly worked by a private association. There are issues of huge roads turned parking lots, swarming and clog of vehicles, which prompts both a wastage of fuel and time. Likewise a principle issue can emerge due to human blunder made by the fee collection counter administrators when any cost assortment is passed up a major opportunity.

Digitalized toll plaza encourages so as beating the wastage of time and fuel at the long holding up lines close to the toll. It additionally helps in robbery identification of vehicles holding up time close to the toll plazas. Those vehicles pass the tollbooth area by giving toll amount and no one can identify the criminals It is seen a great deal of wrongdoing occurring in various nations, in the vast majority of the cases the crooks effectively escape from the wrongdoing zone. To avoid those problems an advanced security system has been built which will not let the criminals pass the tollbooth area even after paying the toll amount. Thus the crime rate at highways and bridges can be reduced. Digitalized cost court encourages so as to beat the wastage of time and fuel at the long holding up lines close to the cost. It additionally helps in robbery identification of vehicles holding up time close to cost squares.

The advantages of the work carried are:
1) Cashless toll collection.
2) Saving time in collecting toll.
3) Reducing the traffic at the toll plaza.
4) Vehicle theft protection.
5) Tracking the location of the vehicle.
6) Sending message to the owner of the vehicle about toll transactions.

2. System Working

In the proposed system RFID, GPS and GSM are been used as main components. RFID utilizes radio recurrence waves to follow protests and is favored because of its minimal effort and accommodation for sending. Area following utilizing RFID can be arranged into ‘label following’ and ‘peruse following’. The RFID tag and RFID peruse are contained in RFID innovation. GPS is used to locate the toll plaza which the vehicle has passed. And GSM send the message to the registered owner regarding the vehicle passing the toll.

a) Technical Requirements
For this system to work well the following blocks connected in the way shown below.
b) Hardware
- MICROCONTROLLER: Microcontroller 8051 has been used. For the better accuracy embedded “C” is been used.
- GSM: GSM is used to send a message to the registered owner number.
- LCD: LCD display used is 16x2, which is used to display the message.
- DC MOTOR: It is used to open the gate so that the vehicle can cross the toll plaza, after the amount gets debited from the card. After a delay of a few seconds, it will automatically close.
- BUZZER: The buzzer turns on when the card is not recognized or if it has insufficient balanced CGS units, such as current inequations do not balance dimensionally. Ifuse mixed units, clearly state the units for each quantity that you use in an equation.
- RFID: At a fundamental level, RFID systems include three fragments a RFID tag or insightful name, a RFID follower, and a gathering mechanical assembly.
- RFID labels comprise a coordinated circuit and a receiving wire, which might be applied to transmit statistics to the RFID pursuer (additionally called an investigative specialist). The pursuer then proseytes the radio waves to an increasing number of usable type of facts accrued from the tags is then transferred through a communications interface to a host computer system, in which the facts can be stored in a database and analyzed at a later time. If the required amount is present in the card, the amount is debited and then the toll gate opens.
- The message regarding this deduction will be sent to the registered owner number using GSM with car number, toll place, timing and debited amount and remaining amount.
- If the required amount is not present, it will display as “required amount is not available” or if a duplicate card is placed it will display as, “card is not recognized”. Buzzer is turned on.

c) Software
- Embedded is a lot of language augmentations for the C programming language.
- Embedded C programming assumes a significant job in performing explicit capacities by the processor.
- The C code composed is increasingly solid, versatile, and adaptable and a lot more clear. The code shown below describes the working of RFID.

```c
while(1)
{
    relay = 0;
    mn = 0;
    lcd_cmd(0x01);
    lcd_cmd(0x04);
    lcd_cmd(0x08);
    lcd_cmd(0x05);
    for(i=0; i<32; i++)
    
    if(i==x) break;
    rfid[i]=x_data[i];
    x_data[i]=0;
    lcd_cmd(0x00);
    lcd_cmd(0x01);
    lcd_cmd(0x02);
    cout("your card no is ");
    lcd_cmd(0x01);
    lcd_cmd(0x05);
    delay(500);
```

At whatever point a man or woman purchases a vehicle, first he/she needs to do his/her vehicle enrollment on the RTO office. RTO people will allocate a number plate to it, along it they may deliver a RFID empowered tag. This card provided has unique ID. They will likewise make a report for that particular card and keep up exchange records within the database. Proprietor of the vehicle desires to save some base add up to this record. Each time an enlisted vehicle moves towards the value stall, first the Infrared sensors will perceive the nearness of the automobile which accordingly actuates the RFID circuit to peruse the RFID empowered card fixed at the windscreen of the vehicle, exchange will start, accessible fee can be deducted straightforwardly or the automobile will be guided in the direction of another course to settle fee physically. The item similarly updates the nuances within the united database server. It likewise triggers machine to provide the invoice and may be dispatched to the consumer as an immediate message. If any car proprietor registers a criticism on the RTO workplace with respect to burglary of the automobile, character phase is made in the database. All the toll plazas will be related to one another along the included server as LAN.

3. Conclusion

In this work, it has been introduced techniques such as RFID. This procedure will incorporate RFID tag and pursuer which in a joint effort with one another can be utilized to distinguish the vehicle character. In the plan of the proposed digitized cost assortment framework, ongoing cost assortment and hostile to burglary arrangement framework have been planned. This decreases the hard work and postpones that regularly show up on streets. This arrangement of gathering tolls is eco-accommodating and moreover brings approximately expanded cost direction limit. Likewise an enemy of burglary arrangement framework module which forestalls going of any defaulter vehicle is executed, in this manner guaranteeing security out and about ways.
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